
FINDING IDENTITY THROUGH AN ENCOUNTER WITH DEATH IN THE

STRANGER

In The Stranger Camus shows that Meursault can find his true identity only through an encounter with death. Meursault
goes through some deaths in his life that.

However, one troublesome fact remains: throughout his career Camus repeatedly denied that he was an
existentialist. Bataille, Georges. Marie leaves, and later sends a letter stating that the authorities will not allow
her to visit Meursault anymore because she is not his wife. Analysis: Chapters 1â€”2 The magistrate, when he
waves a crucifix at Meursault, introduces the notion that Meursault and his attitudes represent a threat to
society. During this period he was still afflicted by tuberculosis and was perhaps even more sorely beset by the
deteriorating political situation in his native Algeriaâ€”which had by now escalated from demonstrations and
occasional terrorist and guerilla attacks into open violence and insurrection. Um, well: yes and no. Christianity
vs. Hence any summary of his place in modern philosophy would be incomplete without at least a brief
discussion of these ideas and how they fit together to form a distinctive and original world-view. Strangers on
a Train makes clear that identity is not as stable as it might at first appear. For more information on choosing
credible sources for your paper, check out this blog post. His actions might not be revolutionary in themselves,
but he is aware of them now, conscious, "ready to live it [his life] all again. But Meursault didn't start out that
way in the text. In he published The Rebel, a reflection on the nature of freedom and rebellion and a
philosophical critique of revolutionary violence. One of the prominent concerns of the play is the Orwellian
theme of the degradation of language via totalitarian politics and bureaucracy symbolized onstage by calls for
silence, scenes in pantomime, and a gagged chorus. In his terms it is a repudiation or renunciation of life, not a
true revolt. What then is meant by the notion of the Absurd? The magistrate asks why Meursault paused
between the first shot at the Arab and other four shots. There is no salvation, he argues, no transcendence;
there is only the enjoyment of consciousness and natural being. His thought is instead nearly always related to
current events e. Could the exchange of murders theorem actually work in the crisscross way that Bruno
suggests? Like these writers, he aims at nothing less than a thorough, candid exegesis of the human condition,
and like them he exhibits not just a philosophical attraction but also a personal commitment to such values as
individualism, free choice, inner strength, authenticity, personal responsibility, and self-determination. Here
are some ways our essay examples library can help you with your assignment: Brainstorm a strong, interesting
topic Learn what works and what doesn't from the reader's perspective. He responded to the occasion with
typical force and eloquence. Todd, Olivier. However, as Corber points out, it is precisely because Guy Haines
is both back page and society page news that he himself constitutes the central security risk in the film Corber,
 Indeed for him it was more like a fundamental article of his humanist faith. Guy, while attempting not to
provoke Bruno, does not condemn the plan outright; neither does he take Bruno seriously until Miriam is
found murdered on the Magic Isle at the Crafts fair. Wracked by remorse and self-loathing, he gradually
descends into a figurative hell. Camus obviously attempted nothing of the sort. Meursault can't even commit
actions on his own. This is not least the result of the creation of the single-party state in and its close scrutiny
of the writing of history. Haines a tennis star now rather than an architect meets a stranger, Bruno Anthony, on
the Washington-to-New York train in the novel, the train commutes between New York and Connecticut who
offers to exchange murders in a crisscross strategy that would leave both men above suspicion after the events.
Albert Camus: From the Absurd to Revolt. Corber, Robert J. The example essays in Kibin's library were
written by real students for real classes. They're not intended to be submitted as your own work, so we don't
waste time removing every error. So Plague is a fascist dictator, and Death a solicitous commissar. Individual
vs. As a child, about the only thing Camus ever learned about his father was that he had once become violently
ill after witnessing a public execution. Highsmith, Patricia.


